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ABSTRACT An effective and efficient methodology is proposed to predict surface roughness by online
monitoring of surface quality using accelerometer signals. A probabilistic approach, Monte Carlo Simula-
tion, was researched and developed to create an automated tool for on-line prediction of surface quality. Data
from 3-axis vibration (Vx, Vy, Vz) signals were used to predict on-line surface roughness. According to an
experimental design with four cutting parameters (Cutting speed (Vc), Feed per teeth (Sz), Dept of cut (Dc),
Width of cut (Wc)), three-axis vibration signals were used to combine data into a probabilistic model for
development of an on-line surface roughness prediction system. Once the probability model was established
by using a data set consisting of 71 experiments, the model was tested for 10 different cutting conditions.
The probability model shows that the results have convergence values that are close to each other, by as high
as 96.37%.

INDEX TERMS Accelerometers, materials processing, metal products, Monte Carlo methods, probabilistic
logic, surface roughness.

I. INTRODUCTION
Surface finish quality is an essential requirement of a
machined product in today’s competitive manufacturing
industry. As a classifier of surface finish quality, surface
roughness (Ra) may be used to determine irregularities of the
machined surface of a product.

In reality, every product is manufactured with a devi-
ation from its desired ideal geometry. During manufac-
turing processes, machined part surfaces get damaged
more or less depending on the machining procedure that
is implemented. This damage is decisive for the subse-
quent properties of the manufactured part such as slid-
ing, lubricating, contact and straightness. To ensure that
functional characteristics can be maintained as an impor-
tant customer request, the surface quality must be checked
and classified. For this reason, surface roughness has been
one of the most frequently studied subjects in metal cut-
ting by many researchers as a result of industrial quality
requirements.

Surface roughness may be directly measured by using var-
ious methods, but the most widely used method by common
consent is the stylus procedure which is based on mechanical
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contact. This standardized method is based on a mechanical
pulling movement of a diamond-tipped stylus with a radius
of 2 to 5µm in a straight direction over the surface to be eval-
uated. The deflections of the stylus recordings are converted
into electrical information and then amplified electronically
for computation of standardized parameters (Ra, Rq, Rz,
etc.). The surface roughness measurement diagram is shown
in Fig. 1.

Measurement of surface roughness of machined parts must
satisfy the following setup performance requirements:
• The machined surfaces must be cleaned from chips and
coolants against any interference in measurement.

• The stylus tip must be set on the machined surfaces at
the required position carefully. And then, the measure-
ment process must be performed without any manual
contact or vibration.

• The stylus tip must be checked periodically and cal-
ibrated, if necessary, to ensure that it is not cracked,
chipped, stained or otherwise defective.

Because of these time-consuming and labor-intensive
setup requirements listed above, modern industry expecta-
tions force researchers to focus on new methods for fast and
in-process evaluation of surface quality for development of
fully automated manufacturing processes.
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FIGURE 1. A typical mechanism of standardized Stylus tip surface profilometer [1].

An on-line surface roughness prediction system is an
approach to indirectly detect surface roughness while
machining. Surface roughness is influenced by both con-
trolled factors such as the cutting tool geometry and cutting
conditions (depth of cut, cutting speed, feed rate, etc.) and
more complex uncontrolled factors such as themicrostructure
of the work piece, rigidity of the milling process and chat-
ter [2]. On-line surface roughness prediction systems have
an advantage of gathering information about uncontrolled
process events. In an on-line monitoring system, usage of var-
ious highly sensitive sensor equipment needs to be integrated
into machining tools. Subsequently, acquired uncontrolled
process parameters can be analyzed together with controlled
parameters.

Utilization of different sensors has been reported in
research on on-line monitoring of surface roughness in
end milling such as studies on Dynamometers [3], [4],
Accelerometers [5]–[8], Ultrasonic sensors [9] and Opti-
cal sensors [10]. Moreover, these studies also include sev-
eral mathematical models based on statistical regression or
artificial intelligence techniques. These models have been
constructed to establish the relationship between cutting per-
formance and surface roughness.

In this study, a 3-axis accelerometer sensor was used
to develop an on-line surface roughness prediction system.
Additionally, a probabilistic model was established and intro-
duced to analyze the relationship between 3-axis vibration
signals and off-line surface roughness measurements (Ra).
Unfortunately, in reality, uncertainties exist in the manufac-
turing system and environment that make implementation
more sophisticated for a deterministic and reliable decision.
That is, the values of the variables that are acting on the
system cannot be predicted with certainty. For this reason,
a probabilistic approach was implemented on the model
after deterministic design results. Thus, by using a proba-
bilistic approach, the probability of the cutting system was
quantified.

In this study, an effective and efficient methodology is
proposed to predict surface roughness with on-line monitor-
ing of surface quality using accelerometer signals. In this

TABLE 1. Cutting parameters and ranges for design of 81 experimental
runs.

strategy, a data acquisition system with tool vibration signals,
surface roughness measured from a particular material and a
probabilistic approach — Monte Carlo Simulation — were
combined together to create an automated tool for on-line
prediction of surface quality. Using this approach, a proba-
bilistic model was generated by utilizing experimental data,
which have a poorer correlation with real-time acquired data
from 3-axis vibration (Vx, Vy, Vz) signals to predict on-line
surface roughness. The details of the methodology are given
in the following sections.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The main aim of this study is to identify an appropriate
technique for surface quality monitoring during milling by
utilizing sensory signals. An integrated roughness monitor-
ing system was designed and employed to acquire multi-
ple vibration signals at 3 axes, namely, the Vx, Vy and
Vz components. The output signals were analyzed in the time
domain to identify the key characteristics of the signal that
correlate/identify some important milling tool conditions.
For this reason, a general full-factorial experimental design
(DOE)was implemented for the employed cutting conditions.
At least four independent parameters for performing amilling
operation had to be determined before machining: Cutting
speed (Vc), Feed per tooth (Sz), Depth of Cut (Dc) and
Width of Cut (Wc). These parameters were also selected for
a full-factorial experimental design on three levels as given
in Table 1.

According to the experimental design, 81 down milling
cutting experiments were programmed by using the
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FIGURE 2. Experimental setup on machine tool.

TABLE 2. Chemical properties of aluminum alloy.

FIGURE 3. ISCAR solid carbide flat-end milling tool
(ECC100A22-4C10-IC900) with four flutes.

Pro/Engineer PLM software. The DECKEL-MAHO DMU
60 PRotary-Table type 5-axis universal machining center was
used for machining (Fig. 2).

In the cutting process, an aluminum alloy piece was used
which chemical properties analyzed in a spectral analyzer
(SPECTRAMAXx
) as given in Table 2.

Tool wear is another important factor which influences sur-
face quality. For this reason, a 10-mm-diameter ISCAR solid
carbide flat-end milling tool (ECC100A22-4C10-IC900)
with four flutes was used in the experiments for high wear
resistance (Fig. 3). The chemical and physical properties
of the cutting tools used in the experiments are shown
in Table 3. The cutting speeds were chosen according to the

TABLE 3. Chemical and physical properties of cutting tool.

manufacturer’s values for the ISCAR milling cutters that we
used in the tests.

Unfortunately, a sensory system is an extra major require-
ment for identification of cutting processes for developing
an on-line or real-time surface roughness prediction system.
In this study, PCB 356A31, a triaxial accelerometer (±500 g)
and PCB 480B21, a 3-channel signal conditioner, were used
to capture vibration signals. Moreover, a proximity sensor
(BDC Electronic, type DCA8/5608KS) placed at the spindle
head was used for detection of the rotation of the cutting
tool.

After each cutting experiment, the surface roughness
of the machined surfaces was measured with an MAHR
Surf PS1 surface instrument with a 2-µm stylus radius.
The cutting tool was not replaced in each test. The aim
here was to exactly simulate the machining process as the
tool is not replaced every time a part is machined in the
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FIGURE 4. a. Cutting process and location of the sensors. b. Surface roughness measurement.

FIGURE 5. Hardware and wiring set-up for the online surface roughness prediction system.

factory environment. The measurements were performed
at both directions — vertical and parallel to the cutting
direction — and recorded from 3 different locations. The
average of the Ra measurements from each set of cutting
experiments was used as the main roughness value of the
machined surface. Our aim in this study was to measure the
surface roughness value as it directly affected the quality of
the product. Moreover, for roughness measurements, the cut-
off length of the stylus gougewas set to be 6mm. This process
is illustrated in Fig.4 b.

For digitizing and recording the analogue sensor sig-
nals, a National Instruments (NI) PCMCI 6036E multifunc-
tion data acquisition card was used with an NI BNC 2110

connection block. Signals from sensors were acquired
with software developed in the MATLAB Data Acquisi-
tion Toolbox V2.9 [11]. The vibrations were measured
for each revolution throughout the entire machining pro-
cess. Fig. 5 shows the hardware and wiring architec-
ture for the online surface roughness prediction (OSRP)
system.

The collected signals have to be processed in order to
develop an OSRP system. For this reason, a MATLAB pro-
gram was developed to collect and cooperatively analyze the
3-axis vibration signals generated by the cutting process and
the proximity signal for marking the spindle revolution at
10 K samples per second. As given in Fig. 6 with the help of
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FIGURE 6. Extraction of vibration signals in one revolution of spindle period (Data were
logged from cutting conditions of Vc = 200 m/min, Sz = 0.1 mm/rev, equivalent to
6366RPM Spindle Speed and 2547mm/min Feed Rate, 0.75mm Depth of Cut and 2mm
Width of Cut).

the proximity signal peaks, the vibration signals were cropped
for each revolution.

For statistical feature extraction, the average of absolute
vibration data (Vx, Vy, Vz) from the accelerometer signals
was calculated for each revolution. The following equa-
tion (1) allows three units of average vibration data to be
calculated:

V(x,y,z) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

|Vibration(i)| (1)

where n represents the total number of data units in each
revolution (as indicated in Fig. 6), and Vibration(i) represents
the vibration data from 1 to n that were recorded as Voltage
for a spindle cycle. For comparison and identification, 81 Ra
values were collected from all 81 machined surfaces after
machining.

Next, the average of all these absolute values from the
vibration data was calculated for the probabilistic approach
as described in the following sections.

B. PROBABILISTIC METHODS
The probabilistic response of the surface roughness was mod-
eled as follows (2) [12].

Z(X) = Z(X1,X2,X3, . . . ,Xn) (2)

Z(X) is a random variable describing the response of the
system (for example, 3-axis vibration signals with RMS,
mean, median, standard deviation, skewness values), and Xi
(i = 1, n) are random variables describing the model input

variables. In this study, Z corresponded to the experimental
data obtained as output signals. For the probabilistic response,
Monte Carlo sampling techniques were used. The Monte
Carlo method provides approximate solutions to a variety
of mathematical problems by performing statistical sampling
experiments on a computer.

In a probabilistic analysis, the probability of failure may be
quantified by formulating a performance function, which is a
function of random variables, by comparing the probabilistic
response of the structure.

In serial manufacturing processes, every product differs
from others slightly. These differences are a cause of uncer-
tainties in the material, human factor, dimensioning, machine
settings, etc. If there are enough samples, each design param-
eter can be plotted, and the frequency of each design parame-
ter leads to the probability of that design parameter. After that
moment, each design parameter is called a random variable.
In traditional engineering calculations, the mean value of
each random variable is used. However, random variables are
not constant, and they change in a range. If the ranges of
the results are important for the design, some other values
should be used other than themean value, such as the standard
deviation. In standard calculations, the range factors in the
results are eliminated by using safety factors. In probabilistic
design, the probability distributions of the design parame-
ters are calculated. Probability distribution results show the
reliability change of the design. A designer uses the reli-
ability values according to customer desires. This process
leads to the maximum safety and quality with the minimum
cost.
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FIGURE 7. Algorithm of Monte Carlo Simulation.

The distributions of design parameters or independent
random variables show a type. The most commonly used
distribution types are normal, lognormal, uniform, expo-
nential, triangular, beta, gamma and Weibull. The dis-
tribution types of the random variables are as shown
in Table 4.

C. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
The flow chart of the Monte Carlo Method which is
shown in Fig.7 is one of the techniques that edit the
values of the parameters at each loop according to their
probability of occurrence. In the Monte Carlo Method,
uniform distributions of random numbers are generated.
These values are transformed into numbers by using one
of the parameter’s cumulative distribution functions. The
number transforming process is achieved based on the cho-
sen parameter’s probability density function. To reach a

TABLE 4. Distribution types of variables.

similar distribution type, large numbers of samples are
required.

III. RESULTS
In this study, a probabilistic model was generated by utiliz-
ing experimental data which have a poorer correlation with
real time acquired data from 3-axis vibration (Vx, Vy, Vz)
signals to predict surface roughness online. For this reason,
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TABLE 5. Cutting conditions and response data for experimental runs.

TABLE 6. Verification of the model according to 10 experiments.

81 experimental runs were programmed and developed by
implementing a three-level general fully factorial design.
In the cutting experiments, the aluminum alloy material
was cut by using 4 cutting conditions (Vc, Sz, Dc Wc).
During each machining process of the 81 experiments, 3-axis
accelerometer vibration signals (Vx, Vy, Vz) and proximity

signals were collected synchronously by using a DAQ system
at a 10-K sampling rate. The average of the 3-axis vibration
signals was calculated according to a revolution of the spindle
for each condition as given in Table 5.

71 experimental data inputs were randomly selected
for generating a probabilistic model. So, the remaining
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FIGURE 8. Probability distribution of Ra values according to vibration
data.

FIGURE 9. Observed and predicted surface roughness values.

10 experimental inputs were reserved for verification of the
probabilistic model. These 71 pre-processed average vibra-
tion signals and Ra results were imported into a code written
in MATLAB. The probability of surface roughness at each
condition was predicted by using the output signals. The
probability distributions of surface roughness values accord-
ing to average Vx, Vy and Vz vibration signals are shown
in Fig. 8.

To verify the OSRP system, the Vx, Vy and Vz signals
of 10 experiments were embedded in the model that was
developed. Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the predicted and
observed Ra values corresponding to the acquired online Vx,
Vy, Vz signals. The figure also shows the probability of the
predicted surface roughness (Ra) values.

As shown in Table 6, for the Vx, Vy, Vz values of
10 randomly selected experiments, the predicted surface
roughness (Ra) values were converged to observe the surface
roughness Ra values at a rate of as high as 96.37% on average.

Additionally, similar to the DIN 4766 standard, a user-
defined tolerance limit was assigned between 0.4 and 1 µm
to impose the OSRP system code. A warning for the operator

FIGURE 10. Flow chart of OSRP algorithm.

will be generated while exceeding the determined limit
(Ra>1 µm) as shown in the flow chart of the OSRP system
algorithm (Fig. 10).

IV. CONCLUSION
Off-line direct surface quality inspection techniques need
time-consuming and labor-intensive setup requirements that
are sometimes unacceptable due to the fact that they slow
down the productivity of the manufacturing process. In this
study, an on-line surface roughness prediction system was
described for end-milling operations.

Many controlled and uncontrolled complex factors in the
milling process affect surface roughness. In some circum-
stances, as presented herein this study, there may be less
significant relationships between surface roughness and input
parameters such as cutting conditions or sensor signals. In this
study, there was quite a number of clusters for the observed
data, but also, quite a number of overlaps. For this rea-
son, it was difficult to predict surface roughness by using
mathematical methods such as regressions, artificial intelli-
gence (AI) or fuzzy algorithms. Therefore, a probabilistic
approach was introduced and used to solve this uncertainty
in this study. According to the experimental design with four
cutting parameters, three-axis vibration signals were com-
bined into a probabilistic model for development of an on-line
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surface roughness prediction system. Once the probability
model was established by using the data set of 71 exper-
iments, the model was tested for 10 different cutting con-
ditions. The probability model shows that the results that
were obtained had convergence values that were close to each
other, by as high as 96.37%.

This means that, on-line surface roughness prediction
(OSRP) systems may be designed and implemented by using
probabilistic models. This will save time to establish the
mathematical model for prediction of surface roughness in
comparison to other mathematical models such as regression,
response surface methodology, neural networks, and so forth.
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